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Art-Mobility-Tour 2021 
 

The Austrians Johannes Ritter, Marcel Dengel and Bruno Walter were on a 5-week tour on the Camino de Santiago 

(Way of St. James) between 13/05/2021 and 15/06/2021. Each of the three pilgrims was pursuing a goal: 

 

Ritter experienced the pilgrimage on the Camino de Santiago in spite of his walking disability. Dengel celebrated the 

premiere of his latest art sculpture and made 12 calendar photos for the year 2022. Walter has pursued the goal that 

a walk-impaired person with the support of the all-electric LUF Mobil successfully travels through Portugal and 

Spain on the Camino de Santiago. 

So they decided to work together to realize the project "Art-Mobility-Tour 2021". A team of 8 people was formed to 

carry out the tour. 

 
 

 

 

 

The first destination: Algarve in Portugal 
 

The crew travels to Portugal and the artist Dengel took the first calendar photo in a cave in Portugal. In the cave of 

Benagil, which can only be reached by canoe, the first photo shooting took place. The crew carried the art sculpture 

"Sit" (250kg total weight) in parts into the cave where great photos were taken. During the guided excursion Johannes 

Ritter was part of the team and assisted the crew at the art installation. 

After returning from the Benagil cave Ritter proves the 4WD beach driving capability of LUF Mobil. 

 

 

The second destination: Lisbon 
 

After a transfer trip by car from Benagil to Lisbon, the tour with the LUF Mobil started on the official Camino de 

Santiago. The LUF Mobil travels alternately with and without a trailer, on which an art sculpture was transported. 

The all-terrain wheelchair was steered by Johannes Ritter into the direction of Santiago de Compostela. He is 

accompanied by Dengel, Walter and cameraman Karl Huber, who was also part of the Art Mobility Tour 2019 in 

Australia. 

Ritter successfully drives on the Camino de Santiago in several stages to Santiago de Compostela and thus shows 

other people with handicap a perspective or possibility. Dengel focuses on spectacular places for calendar pictures. 

Walter proves that the diverse route profile of the Camino de Santiago is no problem for the LUF Mobil. The 

remaining four people of the team take over supporting activities, such as setting up the tent camps and installing the 

art sculptures. 

Good networking was done with the pilgrim hostels. One hostel operator already had experiences with handicap-

vacation-tours and was very interested in offering official pilgrimage tours from Porto to Santiago de Compostela 

with the LUF Mobil. 
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In stages to the destination: Santiago de Compostela 
 

In the first big stage the LUF Mobil traveled with a trailer (900kg total weight and about 6m total length) from Lisbon 

to Porto. 

In the second major stage from Porto to Santiago de Compostela, the LUF Mobil traveled mostly solo without trailer 

(500kg total weight with driver and approx. 1.5m total length) for flexibility reasons. The trailer was specifically 

attached to the LUF Mobil for art sculpture installations or it was attached to the accompanying vehicle. 

 

 

Technical findings regarding the LUF Mobil 
 

The LUF Mobil was able to complete the tour without any failures. Once the electric control system got overheated 

at an outside temperature of more than 30°C during trailer operation and extreme uphill climbs. It cooled down in a 

short break. For this purpose, a cooling element will be installed in the future that such temperatures will no longer 

be a problem. 

 
 

 

 

Details of the completed tours in the Factbox: 
 

 

Stage 1: Lisbon – Porto 

Date Start [Location] Ende [Location] Distance [km] Altitude uphill [m] 

26/05/21 Ericeira (Küstenweg) Barril 23.7 211 

27/05/21 Ericeira Peniche 60.1 620 

29/05/21 Peniche São Martinho do Porto 46 505 

30/05/21 São Martinho do Porto Junceira 99.3 1094 

31/05/21 Tomar (Morgen-Tour) Chão das Maias 16.8 157 

31/05/21 Tomar Alvaiázere 28.6 370 

01/06/21 Alvaiázere Coimbra 65.9 588 

Subtotal 340.4 km 3545 m 

 

Stage 2: Porto – Santiago de Compostela 

02/06/21 Coimbra Águeda 62 599 

08/06/21 Maia Arcos 26 292 

09/06/21 Arcos Ponte de Lima 52.2 548 

10/06/21 Ponte de Lima Cerdal 34.2 510 

11/06/21 Cerdal Ponte Sampaio 57.5 779 

12/06/21 Redondela Santiago de Compostela 61.3 750 

14/06/21 Santiago de Compostela Kathedrale 3.8 21 

Subtotal 297 km 3499 m 

 

Total 637.4 km 7044 m 
 

 

Record-breaking milestones of the tour: 
 

 First art installation in the famous Portuguese cave of Benagil. 

 First electric wheelchair to travel more than 630km on the Camino de Santiago. 

Day record: 100km with trailer, 1200 meters of altitude uphill (mainly asphalt). 

 First artist to travel more than 630km on the Camino de Santiago together with his  

art sculpture weighing 250kg and installing it in unique places. 


